Scheduled
Maintenance
Reactive maintenance
is a thing of the past
More Info

https://www.azuga.com/premium-partner/cletus-nunes

Managing your fleet’s vehicle maintenance program doesn’t need to be a painful paper-driven process.
With Azuga, you now have a one-stop-shop and never have to fall behind on routine fleet maintenance or
buy yet another product. Automating maintenance will ensure all services are up to date and keep track of
maintenance costs and fleet service records.
Better fleet safety - Properly maintaining brakes, tires, coupling
devices, and other mechanical systems and parts can lower your risk
for collisions. In fact, a study conducted for the Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration found that 27% of accidents involving one
truck and one passenger vehicle were caused by brake problems.
Increase fleet reliability - Loss in productivity, man-hours spent as
your drivers sit on the side of the road, and the costs associated with
any damage to goods and equipment could be detrimental to your
business.
Fewer compliance issues - Staying on top of regulations, reporting,
registrations, FMCSA safety scores, and inspections can lead to
better adherence and less concerns.
Lower maintenance costs - Routine oil changes are less expensive
than a complete engine overhaul. As preventative maintenance
comes due, it is important to consider the long-term impacts on
overall vehicle health.
Lower fuel costs - Automotive Fleet Magazine reports that proper
maintenance can improve fuel economy by as much as 40% and
the U.S. Department of Energy states that proper tire pressure can
improve your gas mileage by 0.6% on average—up to 3% in some
cases.
Driver satisfaction - Having the right tools to complete the job at
hand is part of employee satisfaction, this includes a reliable work
vehicle.

Maintenance Dashboard
- Provides you with a quick
snapshot of vehicles that
require immediate attention
and vehicles that have already
passed a due date (overdue).
Service Entries & History Create and maintain the list of
all the services for your entire
fleet while preserving historical
service records, including
scanning and uploading
receipts.
Alerts & Reminders - Trigger
alerts and notifications for
service due, oil changes,
engine hours, mileage and
any other type of preventative
services.
Maintenance Reports Powerful reports provide
detailed information on the
maintenance tasks and keep
track of vehicles that require
maintenance assistance in the
near future.
For more information: contact Cletus Nunes
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